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ABSTRACT 
 

Fundamental to an understanding of El Niño/Southern Oscillation climate fluctuations is 

an understanding of the interannual equatorial Pacific surface flows, which advect the surface 

waters and change the sea surface temperature. While some knowledge of the observed 

interannual flows has already been obtained, some key features are still not fully understood. 

Using the long records of satellite altimeter data, together with long in situ records of current, 

salinity and temperature from the TAO/TRITON array in the equatorial Pacific, the observed 

interannual surface flows, their dynamics and link to the El Niño Prediction can be understood 

better. 

In the first half of the thesis, I used theoretical arguments and a wind-forced ocean model 

to understand why the equatorial eastern Pacific flow leads sea level, eastern equatorial 

thermocline displacement and El Niño indices. This half of the thesis is based on the result that 

for large zonal scales and low frequencies, wind-forced sea level, even near the equator, can be 

described by wind-forced long Rossby waves. In the eastern equatorial Pacific where the 

interannual wind forcing is small, these waves are essentially locally unforced and propagate 

westward from the boundary. At the boundary the wave’s sea level is in phase because of 

geostrophy and no normal flow to the boundary.  However, because the waves propagate more 

slowly with increasing latitude, west of the boundary lag increases as latitude increases.  

Consequently a northward sea level gradient is like a time derivative, and the zonal geostrophic 

flow is like a time derivative of the sea level. This implies that the equatorial flow should lead 

the equatorial sea level by about 9 months on El Niño time scales.  Analysis shows that when 

dissipation of the large-scale flow is taken into account, this lead is reduced to about 3 months.  

This lead time is approximately the dissipation time scale of the second vertical mode, which 
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dominates the zonal surface flow. Since the eastern equatorial Pacific sea level E is proportional 

to eastern equatorial thermocline displacement and El Niño, the zonal equatorial flow leads El 

Niño indices.  Analysis further shows that the zonally-averaged equatorial Pacific sea level leads 

El Niño, and that this lead is associated with the geostrophic zonal velocity and the long Rossby 

wave physics in the eastern equatorial Pacific. 

The second part of this work addresses the influence of the heavy precipitation on the 

Western equatorial Pacific Ocean. Surface and subsurface salinity and temperature 

measurements at 137oE, 147oE, and 156oE since the late 1990s from the western equatorial 

Pacific TRITON moored array indicate that the large interannual sea surface salinity (SSS) 

fluctuations there change little with depth over the top 50 m of the water column.  Beneath this 

surface layer the SSS signal decreases, and is usually much smaller at about 100 m depth.  The 

isothermal layer depth (ILD) ranges from about 50–70 m and estimates of dynamic height 

relative to the ILD indicate a near-surface salinity-driven contribution to the monthly sea level 

anomaly '
F that is uncorrelated with, and smaller than, interannual sea surface height (SSH) 

estimated from altimeter data.  Despite the smaller size of '
F , its meridional gradient dominates 

the total sea level meridional gradient and thus the corresponding shallow equatorially-trapped 

interannual fresh water jet '
Fu dominates the near-surface zonal interannual flow. This jet-like 

flow has a meridional scale of only about 2–3o of latitude, an amplitude of 23cm/s, and is 

associated with the zonal back and forth displacement of the western equatorial warm/fresh pool 

that is fundamental to El Niño.  The jet is not forced by the interannual fresh water surface flux 

but rather by wind stress anomalies that are mostly east of the warm/fresh pool edge during La 

Niña and mostly west of it during El Niño.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 

El Niño in Spanish means “The Child”, and was originally the name given by Peruvian 

fisherman to a warm southward current off South America because it occurs around the end of 

the year at the time of the celebration of Christ’s birth. During an El Niño, the surface waters of 

the eastern equatorial Pacific are warmer than usual, the easterly trade winds are weaker, and 

there is heavier rainfall near the international date line (180oW). El Niño and La Nina and 

associated climate variability affects billions of people world-wide through the failure or success 

of major crops, the frequency and strength of hurricanes and typhoons, floods and droughts, 

coastal erosion, and the economy of many countries. In order to improve productivity and 

mitigate disasters, it’s very important to understand and predict El Niño and La Nina accurately 

by developing observationally-based theory and uncovering the related dynamics.  

Beginning with Bjerknes (1969), several models have been proposed to explain the 

physics of ENSO. These coupled ocean-atmosphere models include delayed oscillator model 

(Schopf 1987, Schopf & Suarez 1988, Suarez & Schopf 1988, Battisti & Hirst 1989, Clarke et al. 

2000) and the discharge-recharge oscillator (Jin 1997 a,b, Clarke et al, 2007). While there has 

been progress in understanding the physics of ENSO, some fundamental physics are still not 

clear.  

One example is in the eastern Pacific where the zonal interannual equatorial surface flow  

consistently leads the interannual sea level as well as the El Niño index Niño3.4 by 2 to 3 

months. [The Niño3.4 index is the sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly (i.e., the departure 

from the seasonal cycle) averaged over the east-central equatorial Pacific region 5oS to 5oN, 
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170oW-120oW.] Similar results are obtained for other standard El Niño/Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO) indices like the negative Equatorial Southern Oscillation Index (-ESOI). This index is 

proportional to the zonally averaged zonal equatorial wind stress (Clarke & Lebeder, 1996, 1997, 

Bunge & Clarke, 2009) and this wind forcing drives the equatorial flow and El Niño.  Why 

should the zonal equatorial flow lead El Niño indices? How is this flow related to the zonally 

averaged equatorial sea level, which is also an El Niño predictor? 

Nagura and McPhaden (2010a) found a similar, but smaller lead for the equatorial Indian 

Ocean. Specifically the zonal equatorial flow there led the zonal equatorial wind stress forcing 

by about a month on interannual time scales. Using results from a linear ocean model, Nagura 

and McPhaden suggested that this counterintuitive result that the current leads the forcing could 

be discussed in terms of a sum of wind-forced first meridional mode equatorial Rossby waves, 

the wind forced equatorial Kelvin wave and first meridional mode Rossby waves reflected from 

the eastern Indian Ocean boundary. However, near the eastern ocean boundary the ocean 

response is the sum of the equatorial Kelvin wave and an infinite sum of meridional Rossby 

waves and this infinite sum is slowly convergent.  

Low-frequency theory by Clarke (2010) and Fedorov (2010) indicates that for low 

frequencies and large zonal scales, it is possible to sum the equatorial Kelvin and all the Rossby 

waves to obtain analytical solutions for the equatorial flow. In the first half of this dissertation, 

the Clarke and Fedorov results will be extended to understand the observed lead between Pacific 

Ocean interannual equatorial surface currents and sea level.  

Another curiosity is that based on numerical models (Zebiak 1989) and theoretical results 

(Jin 1997), the warm water volume (WWV) plays a crucial role in El Niño-Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO) dynamics, which were confirmed by observations reported by Meinen and McPhaden 
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(2000), who analyzed monthly variations of the tropical Pacific 20oC isotherm depth (D20), a 

proxy for the thermocline depth for the period 1980-99. Clarke and Van Gorder (2003) also 

found that by including the anomalous equatorial Pacific upper ocean heat content, their 

statistical model can predict across the nearest spring persistence barrier. But why WWV can be 

used as a predictor is not quite clear. In this dissertation, we’re trying to explain this by using 

Clarke and Fedorov results and wave dynamics. 

As mentioned earlier, during El Niño there is heavier rainfall near the international date 

line (180oW). What’s the influence of the huge rainfall in the western equatorial Pacific ocean?  

Previous study shows that the western equatorial Pacific is the largest rainy region on earth, 2-

4m of rainfall/year falling on a region larger than the continent of Australia. The region is warm, 

but rainfall greatly exceeds evaporation (see, e.g., Ando and McPhaden 1997) and, as a result, 

the near-surface water exists as a large fresh/warm ‘pool’. Lukas and Lindstrom (1991) pointed 

out that the heavy rainfall results in a relatively fresh surface mixed layer that is embedded in a 

deeper isothermal layer (see, e.g., Figure 1.1). Lying between the bottom of the surface mixed 

layer and the bottom of the isothermal layer is a salt and density stratified “barrier” layer that 

inhibits vertical mixing. Estimates of the surface mixed layer depth (MLD), the isothermal layer 

depth (ILD) and the barrier layer thickness (BLT) have been given for the tropical Pacific by 

Ando and McPhaden (1997). 

Zonal movement of the western equatorial fresh/warm pool of water is fundamental to El 

Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) dynamics (Picaut et al. 1996; Delcroix and Picaut 1998; 

Cronin and McPhaden 1998; Picaut et al.2001; Bosc et al. 2009; Qu et al.2014). Monthly salinity 

anomalies as large as 1 psu are common in the western equatorial Pacific as the warm/fresh pool 

and the barrier layer at its eastern edge move eastward during El Niño and westward during La 
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Niña (see Figure 1.2) over distances of thousands of kilometers. This movement is associated 

with interannual flow, but the strength, spatial structure and dynamics of near-surface interannual 

flow are not known. The existence of near-surface relatively fresh equatorial flow was first 

documented by Roemmich et al. (1994) when they observed a relatively fresh salinity anomaly 

(-1 psu) equatorial jet over several months in a surface layer 50 m thick. Beneath this layer was a 

sharp halocline in isothermal water so that the overall vertical structure of the temperature and 

salinity was similar to the boundary layer structure. But the Roemmich et al. theory is only valid 

for about 10 days. Maes (1998) estimated the influence of salinity on sea level anomaly based on 

temperature and salinity data from 28 cruises during 1984-1992 (Figure 1.3), but the estimation 

is only at 165oE. The second half of this dissertation attempts to understand the impact of huge 

rainfall on the ocean in the western Pacific and the related dynamics. 

In summary, this dissertation is trying to answer the following questions (i) why the 

observed zonal current leads sea level in the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean as well as El Niño 

indicator. (ii) why the zonal averaged equatorial sea level can be used as an El Niño predictor. 

(iii) What the impact of fresh water flux in the western Pacific ocean is. 

This dissertation is organized as follows. Observations from altimeter satellite and the 

TAO/TRITON array in the equatorial Pacific Ocean are presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, an 

equatorial ocean model, which sums the equatorial Kelvin and all the Rossby waves is 

introduced to simulate the sea level and current in the equatorial Pacific and to understand the 

physics. In particular, it will be used to understand why the zonal current leads sea level in the 

eastern Pacific ocean as well as the link between zonally-averaged sea level, zonal currents and 

El Niño prediction. In Chapter 4, we discuss the fresh water flux influence on western Pacific 
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ocean and the related dynamics. A final Chapter 5 contains some concluding remarks and 

discussion. 
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Figure 1.1. CTD cast showing temperature, salinity, density, and a thick barrier layer from the 
western equatorial Pacific. The cast was made at 0.01oS, 153.93oE on April 29, 1994, at 0427 UT 
(1427LT). Temperature and salinity have been scaled respectively by the coefficients of thermal 
expansion and saline contraction (computed for 29oC and 35 psu) to emphasize their relative 
impacts on density. The mixed layer depth (MLD) and isothermal layer depth (ILD) are 
indicated. The layer between these two depths is defined as the barrier layer, whose thickness 
(BLT) is 36 m in this example. [From Ando and McPhaden 1997]. 
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Figure 1.2. Time-longitude estimate of (a) sea surface temperature (SST), (b) sea surface salinity 
(SSS) and (c) barrier layer thickness from Argo floats along the equator in the western central 
Pacific. Units are oC, psu, m in Figures (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The white lines are the 
29oC, 34.8 psu and 15 m contours, respectively. [From Qu et al. 2014]. 
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Figure 1.3. Time-latitude diagrams along 165oE for the 1984-1992 period. The difference 
between the dynamic height anomaly computed from original temperature and salinity profiles 
and dynamic height anomaly computed using mean salinity profiles in place of the originals.  
[From Maes. 1998]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

OBSERVATIONS IN THE EQUATORIAL PACIFIC OCEAN 
 

2.1 Data 

2.1.1 Interannual Pacific Ocean Eastward Wind Stress Anomalies 

We calculated monthly Pacific Ocean equatorial eastward wind stress anomalies from  

139.5oE to 82.5oW using the 0.75o grid spacing monthly global wind stress data set available 

from European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) at 

http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-moda/levtype=sfc/. The data we used here is 

ERA Interim data, which calculated monthly means by using Daily Means. At a given Pacific 

Ocean equatorial gird point, January anomalies were obtained by subtracting the average January 

wind stress values there. Similar calculations for the other eleven months yielded a time series of 

the monthly Pacific Ocean wind stress anomalies from January 1993 to December 2015.  

 

2.1.2 Interannual Equatorial Sea Level 

Monthly sea level anomalies were obtained from AVISO data, which are available at 

1/4o grid spacing (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com). It’s a delayed-time monthly mean of sea 

level anomalies, which is obtained from all satellites. Similarly to the wind stress, monthly 

SSHA anomalies were obtained from January 1993 to December 2015. 

Sea level observations include a trend signal due to global sea level rise that is not due to  

the low-frequency wind forcing in the Pacific Ocean. In order to focus on the wind forced 

response in the Pacific Ocean, we detrended both the sea level and wind stress time series over 

the record length January 1993 to December 2015. We then filtered the monthly time series with 
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the 11-point symmetric Trenberth (1984) filter to obtain results for interannual and lower 

frequency variability.  

2.1.3 Interannual Zonal Equatorial Flow 

Monthly eastward current anomalies normally averaged over the top 30 m of the ocean 

were based on the 1/3o grid spacing level 4 5-day global OSCAR data set available at 

ftp://podaac-ftp.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/oscar/preview/L4/oscar_third_deg/. As for the eastward 

wind stress and sea level, we obtained the interannual and lower frequency variability of Pacific 

Ocean eastward current anomalies between 139.67oE and 82.7oW from January 1993 to 

December 2015.  

 

2.1.4 Upper-Ocean Salinity and Temperature  

Monthly in situ temperature and salinity data were downloaded from the TAO project 

Office/PMEL/NOAA website http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/disdelframes/main.html. We 

mainly used temperature and salinity data along the 137oE, 147oE, and 156oE meridians (Table 

2.1), where the rainfall is enormous (about 2-4m/year), and long surface and subsurface salinity 

and temperature records are available from the TRITON array deployed by the Japan Agency for 

Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) after late 1999 (see, e.g., Ando et al. 2005). 

Long western Pacific salinity records are available at other longitudes (e.g., 165oE), but at these 

locations subsurface observations are either not available or gappy and shorter. 

For sea surface temperature (SST) we used the monthly global 1o grid spacing gridded 

data set, NOAA Optimum Interpolation (OI) Sea Surface Temperature (SST) V2 

(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html ).  

 

2.1.5 Insitu Currents 
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Long western Pacific Doppler current records at 137oE, 147oE and 156oE, from 5oS to  

8oN, either at a fixed depth or from and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) were 

downloaded from the TAO Project Office/PMEL/NOAA website 

http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/disdelframes/ main.html.  

 

2.1.6 Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) Data 

In the deep tropics OLR data can be used as a proxy for rainfall. We used monthly mean 

OLR data available from https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.interp_OLR.html . 

The temporally and spatially interpolated data is obtained from NCAR archives, and have a 2.5o 

latitude and longitude horizontal grid spacing and are available since June 1974. 

 

2.1.7 Buoyancy Data 

The buoyancy frequency values for the Pacific Ocean between 5oS and 5oN, 120oE and 

80oW is available from the National Oceanographic Data Center https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/ .  

 

2.2 Zonal Equatorial Flow Leads Sea Level in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific 
 

Table 2.2 shows that in the eastern Pacific the zonal interannual equatorial surface flow 

consistently leads the interannual sea level by 2 to 3 months. In this table and elsewhere of this 

chapter, the data used cover the period January 1993-December 2015. “Interannual” monthly 

time series have been obtained by first subtracting out the 12-calendar monthly annual cycle and 

then filtering these monthly anomaly data with the 11-point symmetric Trenberth (1984) filter. 

Also here and elsewhere statistical significance for correlation will be assessed using the method 
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of Ebisuzaki (1997) and regression coefficient using the unbiased (Clarke and Van Gorder 2013) 

ratio of standard deviations regression coefficient.  

At interannual frequencies Gill and Clarke (1974) showed that the large zonal-scale 

ocean response could be described by long wind-forced equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves. 

Since Kelvin waves have surface zonal flow in phase with sea level while Rossby waves either 

have sea level in phase with zonal flow or 180o out of phase with it, the 2 to 3-month lead of the 

observed flow over sea level in Table 2.3 must be due some combination of interfering waves. In 

the eastern equatorial Pacific the zonal interannual winds, which are largely responsible for 

driving the interannual large zonal scale equatorial flow (see, e.g., the scaling arguments of 

Clarke 2008), are weak (see Figure 2.1). Thus the interfering waves are to a first approximation 

unforced, and presumably are due to the combination of the Kelvin and Rossby waves associated 

with eastern ocean boundary reflection. The sum of equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves near an 

eastern ocean boundary converges very slowly, and this means it is difficult to interpret how the 

interference leads to a 2 to 3-month lead of zonal flow over sea level. Clarke (1983) showed that 

near an eastern ocean boundary the sum of the Kelvin and Rossby waves is in the form of long, 

westward propagating Rossby waves with propagation speed 

  22222 // fcyc    (2.1) 

where  is the northward gradient of the Coriolis parameter f and c is the long internal gravity 

wave speed for a given vertical mode. Fedorov (2010) and Clarke (2010) later showed that at 

interannual and lower frequencies this near eastern boundary theory could be generalized to 

apply right across the Pacific and also include wind forcing. In that case the equatorial response 

could be described in terms of wind-forced equatorial long Rossby waves with speed as shown 

using Eq. 2.1.  
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2.3 Observations in Western Pacific Ocean 
 
 

2.3.1 TAO/TRITON Sea Surface Salinity Observations 

Figure 2.2 shows monthly SSS TAO/TRITON observations near the equator on the  

137oE, 147oE, 156oE and 165oE meridians. Consistent with previous work discussed earlier, 

monthly salinity variations are large. As expected from Bosc et al. (2009) and Figure 1.2, they 

are very strong at 156oE and 165oE between 2oS and 2oN and are largely interannual rather than 

seasonal. This strong interannual signal is also seen on the equator at 147oE, but much less so at 

147oE and 137oE at 2oN. Table 2.1 and Figures 1.2 and 2.2 support the conclusions that 

interannual variability dominates seasonal variability, that it decreases off the equator at 147oE, 

156oE and 165oE and that, at least since the late 1990s, on the equator it is largest between about 

147oE and 180oE. The decrease off the equator at 156oE and 165oE is weaker and so slight at 

165oE that it may not be real.  

 

2.3.2 Relationship between SSS(t) and S(z, t) 

Figure 2.3 shows that, consistent with a coherent surface mixed layer, S’ is equal to SSS’ 

over the mixed layer depth (about 30-50m). Beneath this surface mixed layer the SSS’ signal 

decreases to a smaller amplitude near the ILD (about 50-80m). 

In the next chapter, we’ll use an equatorial ocean model, which sums the equatorial 

Kelvin and all the Rossby waves to explain why the current leads sea level in the eastern Pacific 

ocean as mentioned in Section 2.2. 
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Table 2.1. Western Equatorial Pacific TAO/TRITON salinity and temperature measurement periods 
and parameters. The salinity and temperature data at 0oN138oE were downloaded from JAMSTEC 
TRITON stations.  At this station there is a data gap from 11/2010-07/2011 for salinity, and only 7 
months useful data for temperature, so we didn’t calculate mean SST, RMS ( SS ¢T ) and RMS seasonal 
SST there. The asterisk on the month/year at several other stations indicates that data collection began 
earlier or ended later but could not be included because the data gaps were too large in a given month. 

 

Location 

 

S 

 

T 

mean 

SSS 

(psu) 

 2  RMS   

SSS’ 
(psu) 

 2  RMS

seasonal 

SSS (psu) 

mean 

SST 

(oC) 

 2  RMS     

SST’ 
(oC) 

 2  RMS

seasonal 

SST (
oC) 

 

MLD 

(m) 

 

 ILD 

(m) 

 

BLT 

(m) 

0oN 

138oE 

10/1999– 

02/2013 

10/1999– 

06/2000 

34.21 0.3535 0.1082 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 

2oN 

137oE 

11/1999– 

12/2013 

05/1992– 

12/2013 

34.23 0.2716 0.2256 29.56 0.6260 0.2477 31.89 48.96 17.07 

5oN 

137oE 

10/2001– 

12/2013 

05/1993– 

12/2013 

34.05 0.2969 0.2851 29.39 0.5984 0.4375 35.92 50.27 14.35 

8oN 

137oE 

10/2001– 

12/2013 

10/2001– 

12/2013 

33.91 0.2856 0.0915 29.24 0.5276 0.5427 37.23 49.81 12.58 

            

0oN 

147oE 

03/1999– 

12/2013 

05/1994– 

12/2013 

34.36 0.5012 0.1778 29.74 0.4666 0.2277 39.57 67.95 28.38 

2oN 

147oE 

03/2001*– 

10/2013* 

03/1990– 

12/2013 

34.22 0.3425 0.2499 29.71 0.4002 0.1864 34.45 58.02 23.57 

5oN 

147oE 

03/1999– 

05/2013* 

03/1990– 

06/2013 

34.00 0.2608 0.3184 29.41 0.5039 0.3103 48.77 63.61 14.84 

            

5oS 

156oE 

03/1999*– 

12/2013 

09/1991– 

12/2013 

34.63 0.4111 0.0930 29.70 0.5598 0.3949 41.10 71.77 30.67 

2oS 

156oE 

03/1999*– 

12/2013 

09/1991– 

12/2013 

34.72 0.5860 0.1482 29.69 0.6061 0.2118 44.42 70.31 25.89 

0oN 

156oE 

03/1998*– 

12/2013 

09/1991– 

12/2013 

34.55 0.6758 0.1942 29.58 0.6777 0.1934 44.27 72.08 27.81 

2oN 

156oE 

03/1998*– 

12/2013 

09/1991– 

12/2013 

34.38 0.4765 0.2904 29.53 0.5895 0.1958 40.88 

 

68.64 27.76 

5oN 

156oE 

03/1999*– 

12/2013 

09/1991– 

12/2013 

34.01 0.2425 0.3149 29.41 0.4835 0.2519 54.37 69.56 15.19 

            

0oN 

165oE 

02/1992*– 

03/2011* 

02/1986– 

11/2012 

34.71 0.7145 0.1377 29.25 1.0365 0.2518 56.04 84.31 28.27 
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Table 2.2. Lead in months corresponds to the maximum correlation between the estimated 
interannual surface equatorial velocity at various eastern Pacific longitudes and interannual sea 
level at those longitudes. Numerical entries in each box correspond to the lead in months at 
maximum correlation, the maximum correlation and, in brackets, critical correlation coefficient 
at the 95% significance level. The interannual eastward surface velocity at 120oW was obtained 
by averaging the interannual u (eastward) velocity from 2oS to 2oN, 130oW to 110oW.  Similarly 
centered 4o by 20o equatorial boxes were used to obtain interannual equatorial u and SSH 
estimates at 110oW, 100oW and 90oW. 
 
 

Location 

 

lead  

(months) 

max cor 

(rcrit 95%) 
120oW 2 0.52(0.31) 

110oW 3 0.62(0.32) 

100oW 3 0.62(0.33) 

90oW 3 0.57(0.32) 
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Figure 2.1. (a) Regression of July-November surface wind (arrows) and Outgoing Longwave 
Radiation (OLR) onto an equatorial sea surface temperature (SST) index (July-November SST 
averaged over 6oS to 6oN, 180oW to 80oW). Wind vectors are only shown for those grid points 
whose u or v correlations with the SST index exceed 0.4 in absolute value. The OLR contour 
interval is 10Wm-2/oC of the SST index; The zero contour is darkened and the positive contour is 
dashed. Value < -20Wm-2/oC are shaded. The wind regression are based on the period 1946-1985 
and the OLR regression on 1974-1989 (1978 missing). (b) As for (a) but for December-February. 
[Redrawn from Deser and Wallace 1990]. 
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Figure 2.2. Monthly SSS (blue line) plotted with the monthly annual cycle (red line) from the 
TAO/TRITON array in the western equatorial Pacific at 2oS, 0o and 2oN.  
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Figure 2.3. First EOF structure functions showing the depth dependence of S’ for seven stations 
near the equator in the TRITON western Pacific array. In each case the structure function has 
been normalized by its surface value so that its depth dependence can be easily seen. The % 
variance described by the first EOF, the station location and the amplitude (in psu) of the SSS’ 
are marked on each panel. Here and elsewhere in this paper each principal component is non-
dimensional and has a variance 0.5 so that the corresponding dimensional EOF structure function 
is indicative of the amplitude of the variability.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

AN EQUATORIAL OCEAN MODEL 
 

 

3.1 Basic Equations and Boundary Conditions 

 
As described in Yu and McPhaden (1999) and Nagura and McPhaden (2010a,b), we base 

our theoretical analysis on the wind-driven, linear, constant-depth, continuously-stratified, long-

wave ocean model. 

In standard fashion (see, e.g., Gill and Clarke 1974 and a summary in section 3.2 and 3.3 

of Clarke 2008), the governing equations for wind forced flow in a continuously stratified ocean 

of constant depth H can be written as a sum of vertical modes having eigenfunctions )(zFn , z 

being the vertical distance above the ocean surface at rest. The solution for the pressure p  

divided by a reference (constant) water density ref is of the form 

  





0

)(),,(/
n

nnref zFtyxpp   (3.1) 

where  tyxpn ,,  is the horizontal structure of  refp / , with similar summations for the eastward 

and northward horizontal velocities, the nth mode contributions in each case being 

)(),,( zFtyxU nn and )(),,( zFtyxV nn  

The horizontally varying functions np , nU and nV satisfy 

  ref
x

nnxnnt bpfVU  /  (3.2) 

  ref
y

nnynnt bpfUV  /  (3.3) 

  0/ 2  nynxnnt VUcp  (3.4) 
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In (3.2)-(3.4) y is distance northward from the equator and nc is the equatorial Kelvin wave 

speed for the nth vertical mode. The last terms on the right hand side of (3.2) and (3.3) are the 

projection of the nth vertical mode onto the turbulent stress in the ocean due to the wind stress 

 yx  , . If for simplicity we assume that the vertical divergence of the turbulent ocean stress 

generated by the wind is equal to   ddzwindstress //exp  , then in (3.2) and (3.3) 

  
 

dzFd

dzzFdz
b

H n

H n
n






 0 2

0
)(/exp

 (3.5) 

where H is the water depth. We chose d=75m, but tests showed that our results were only weakly 

dependent on realistic d. 

Multiplying (3.2)-(3.4) by )0(nF  gives equations for the nth vertical mode contribution to  

the eastward surface velocity )0(nnn FUu   , the northward surface velocity  )0(nnn FVv  and 

sea level n  

   nref
x

nxnnt Hgfvu  /  (3.6) 

   nref
y

nynnt Hgfuv  /  (3.7) 

  0/ 2  nynxnnt vucg  (3.8) 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, the depth Hn is  

  nnn bFH )0(1   (3.9) 

and in accordance with hydrostatic balance nn gp  . For large n analysis shows that 1
nH goes 

like 2n (see Appendix A). 

Dissipation of the large-scale low-frequency flow will be taken into account in a similar  
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way to McCreary (1981) and Yu and McPhaden (1999). Thus (3.6)-(3.8) are modified by 

replacing t / in (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) by nt /  where  

  2/ nn cA  (3.10) 

An acceptable value for Ac /2
1 is about 6 months (Picaut et al. 1993; Yu and McPhaden 1999), 

and in our analysis we used monthsAc 12/2
1  . Similar values have also been successfully used 

in the Indian Ocean (e.g., Nagura and McPhaden 2010a, b). The value for Ac /2
1  determines A 

and hence all the damping coefficients n via (3.10). 

As noted by McCreary (1981), since 1~ ncn , from (3.10) 2~nn and the higher order  

modes are strongly dissipated and driven by the local wind (see Appendix B). Calculations in 

section 3.3 show that modes 3n are driven by the local wind. They contribute to u in the 

western equatorial Pacific but always contribute negligibly to . Most of the physics of the 

interannual flow and sea level is in the first two vertical modes, and for most of this study we 

will focus on these two modes. 

Since we will analyze interannual and lower frequency variability, and since the zonal 

scale is much larger than the meridional scale, the y-momentum equation for the first two modes 

can be written (see, e.g., Gill and Clarke (1974) or section 5.2 of Clarke (2008)) 

  nyn gfu   (3.11) 

Under this approximation the solution of (3.6)-(3.8) can be found analytically as a sum of 

the wind-forced long equatorial Kelvin wave and an infinite number of long equatorial Rossby 

waves (Gill and Clarke 1974). 
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Fedorov (2010) and Clarke (2010) noted that when the frequencies  are low enough 

and dissipation weak enough as for the first few vertical modes,   nut / in the zonal 

momentum equation can be regarded as a perturbation to the basic balance 

   nref
x

nxn Hgfv  /  (3.12) 

Observational evidence for this lowest order balance has been given at the equator by e.g., 

Kessler (1990) (see his Figure. 26 with the zonal pressure gradient estimated using the 20oC 

isotherm depth). 

Thus the governing large zonal-scale low-frequency equations at lowest order are (3.12),  

(3.11) and (3.8) with t / replaced by   t/ , i.e., 

    0// 2  nynxnnn vucgt   (3.13) 

These equatorial equations are subject to the large-scale meridional wall western boundary 

condition (Cane and Sarachik 1977) 

  0



dyun  at x=0  (2.14) 

which is a good approximation at interannual and lower frequencies at the gappy western Pacific 

boundary (Clarke 1991). At low frequencies the eastern ocean meridional boundary can also be 

approximated by the meridional wall condition (Clarke 1992) 

  0nu  at x=L  (2.15) 

In all our calculations x=0 corresponds to 139.5oE and x=L to 82.5oW. In the next section we 

summarize and extend previous theory for the non-local lower order modes n=1 and n=2.  

3.2 Summary of Previous Theory and Its Extension 

For notational simplicity we drop the n subscript in the equations of 3.1 and initially look  
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for solutions for single Fourier component wind stress forcing proportional to  tiexp . As a 

result u, v and are proportional to  tiexp and in the governing equations   t/ in (3.13) is 

replaced by 

    i   (3.14) 

We non-dimensionalize our equations similarly to Fedorov (2010). Thus time is non- 

dimensionalized by  

  
c
LTKelvin   (3.15) 

where L is the basin width and therefore KelvinT  is the time taken for the equatorial Kelvin wave 

to cross the Pacific Ocean basin. In keeping with the meridional and zonal scale mismatch, y is 

non-dimensionalized by /c and x by L, while u is non-dimensionalized by c and v by c times 

the small ratio of y and x scales, i.e., Lcc // . Under this scaling and with  non-

dimensionalized by gc /2  and x by LHcref /2 , the non-dimensional governing equations 

corresponding to (3.12), (3.11) and (3.13) are  

  x
xyv    (3.16) 

  yyu   (3.17) 

  0 yx vu  (3.18) 

where all variables, including  , are non-dimensional versions of the dimensional quantities. 

Differentiating (3.17) by x, adding (3.16) differentiating by y, and substituting for yx vu 

using (3.18) gives 

  yyv x  /  (3.19) 
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Upon multiplying (3.19) by y and using (3.16) we obtain the non-dimensional wind-forced long 

Rossby wave equation (Fedorov 2010; Clarke 2010) 

  yyy xx
x  /2   (3.20) 

This equation has been often applied in non-equatorial latitudes to understand the large-scale, 

low-frequency wind-driven flow (e.g., White 1977; Meyers 1979; Kessler 1990; Sturges and 

Hong 1995; Li and Clarke 2007), but here it is used even at the equator. 

Based on (3.17) and negligible alongshore wind forcing at the eastern coastal boundary, as in 

section 3.1  is constant spatially along that boundary and we represent   there as E . 

Integrating (3.20) westward from this boundary gives (Fedorov 2010) 

              dsys
y

yyssxyxyyx
x

x

xE 










  ,,exp1exp, 212   (3.21) 

The corresponding u field solution which satisfies the boundary condition (3.15) can be found 

directly from (3.17) and (3.21) as (Fedorov 2010) 

  
      

            dsysyysxsyssxy

xyxyxu
x
y

xx
yyx

E

,,2,exp

1exp12,
21

2










 (3.22) 

Application of the western boundary condition (3.14) enables the determination of E and the 

completion of the solution (3.21). Integrating (3.22) at x=0 from y to y gives, under 

(3.14) 

            dsdyyssysysyssydyy xx
y

x
yyE ,2,2,expexp2 21

0

2    







 (3.23) 

The integral on the left hand side can be evaluated exactly as 2/12/1  and the right hand side 

using 

        syyssy x
y

x
yyy

x
y

22 exp2exp    (3.24) 
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Hence (Fedorov 2010) 

     dxdyxyyxx x
E  





  21

0

2/12/1 exp,   (3.25) 

where x has replaced s as the dummy variable in the zonal integration. 

An interesting special case for E occurs when the meridional damping is strong enough  

that x can be approximated by x at the equator. Putting  0,xx for  yxx , in (3.25) and 

switching the order of the x and y integrations gives 

   dxxx x
E 

1

0

2/1 0,  (3.26) 

or, equivalently, in the time domain 

     dxtxxt x
E 

1

0

2/1 ,0,  (3.27) 

This result is not valid over the whole range of damping and El Niño and lower frequencies to be 

considered. Specifically, when the damping is too weak,  yxx ,  may vary meridionally within 

the meridional decay scale   2/1x of  xy 2exp  in (3.25). Consequently, we have calculated 

)(tE numerically by estimating the Fourier components  yxx , from the observed wind stress, 

calculating each Fourier component E using (3.25), and then summing all the Fourier 

components. Even though (3.27) is approximate, our results show that it is a good guide to the 

behavior of E . 

To determine expressions for the low frequency zonal equatorial eastward flow, begin by  

putting y=0 in (3.22) to obtain 

             
1

0,20,120,
x

xx
yyE dssxssxxu   (3.28) 
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When all the Fourier components are summed in (3.28) and  is replaced by   t/ , 

equatorial u is given by 

              



  

11
,0,)(1/2,0,,0,

x

x
Ex

x
yy dstssxtxtdststxu   (3.29) 

In the following sections, we will discuss the model parameters and then compare the  

theoretical results for  tE and  txu ,0, with the observations. 

3.3 Model Results 

 

3.3.1 Model Parameters 

Vertical mode eigenfunctions Fn(z) and eigenvalues cn were calculated based on the 

buoyancy frequency values provided for the Pacific Ocean by the National Oceanographic Data 

Center. The buoyancy frequency was taken to be the average along the equatorial waveguide 

(5oS-5oN) for the Pacific Ocean basin (120oE-80oW). Hn was estimated by (3.5) and (3.9) given 

d=75m. As mentioned in section 3.2, 1
1
 was chosen to be 12months and then A and n

determined from (3.10) and cn. Based on c1 and c2, the second-mode damping timescale is about 

4.1 months (see Table 3.1). For large n, 1~ ncn , 2~ nn , and 2~ nH n  

 

3.3.2 Modeled and Observations 

In the calculations to follow theoretical estimates of sea level showed that the locally  

forced modes 3n contributed negligibly to the response. For example, Figure 3.1 shows that 

E calculated using the sum of the first two modes (red curve) differs negligibly from the sum of 

the first 15 modes (blue curve entirely hidden by the overlying red curve). Therefore, the results 

of all of our sea level calculations, apart from Figure 3.1, are for just the sum of the first two 
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modes. However, u converges more slowly than sea level, and the locally balanced modes 3n

do contribute to u, particularly in the western equatorial Pacific. Therefore for u we calculated 

results using the sum of the first 15 vertical modes. 

a. Modeled and Observed  tE  

Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of observed and theoretical E . As noted above, locally- 

driven modes 3n contribute negligibly to the theoretical sea level response. Primary 

contributors modes 1 and 2 were each calculated by summing the low-frequency (periodicity

8months) Fourier components of the dimensional version of (3.25). The meridional integrals in 

(3.25) in practice extended from 10.5oS to 10.5oN, not y to y . However, the infinite 

integration was well approximated because the 10.5o latitudinal scale is much larger than the 

meridional scale of the Gaussian term in (3.25). 

Although the theoretical E amplitude in Figure 3.1 is low compared with observed E  

(regression coefficient =0.55), the correlation is high (r=0.93, rcrit(95%)=0.44). We also 

calculated theoretical E with only two vertical modes, the correlation and regression of which 

with observed E is 0.92 (rcrit(95%)=0.44), and 0.56, respectively.  

The green curve in Figure3.1 is the dimensional form of the strong meridional damping  

solution (3.27) (regression coefficient = 0.66, r=0.92, rcrit(95%)=0.45). When summed over the 

first two vertical modes, this solution can be written explicitly as  

           dxtxLxHHgt
L x

refE  
0

2/11
2

1
1

1 ,0,/   (3.30) 

Even though technically the strong meridional damping solution is not valid over the whole El 

Niño frequency range, Figure 3.1 shows that (3.30) is a good guide to the behavior of the more 

accurate theoretical  tE found from (3.25).  
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b. Observed and Theoretical Equatorial Surface Zonal Current 

 
The dimensional solution for the eastward equatorial surface velocity is, from 

dimensional (3.29) for n=1, 2 and in Appendix B (B1) at y=0 for 3n , 
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 (3.31) 

In (3.31)  tEn was calculated theoretically for each vertical mode by summing the dimensional 

Fourier components of (3.25) and then summing modes 1 and 2. 

Figure 3.2 shows that the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of equatorial 

observed (black curve) and theoretical  txu , (blue curve). We find that for both observation and 

theory,  txu ,  is dominated by the first EOF mode which explains 57% of the total variance for 

the OSCAR current and 96% for the theory. The amplitude of the theoretical result overall is 

comparable to, but larger than, the observed. The basic structure is similar in that both have 

small amplitude in the east and much larger amplitude in the west. The observed maximum 

amplitude is at about 160oE, whereas the theoretical amplitude is farther east at 175oE. The 

correlation between the theoretical and observed u first principal component is r=0.78 

(rcrit(95%)=0.37) for the 15 baroclinic modes, and r=0.72 (rcrit(95%)=0.35) for the 2 barcolinic 

modes. Comparison of the theoretical u solution for the sum of the first two vertical modes (red 

curve) with the theoretical solution for the first 15 modes (blue curve) shows that while the u 

field with two modes is an excellent approximation in the eastern equatorial Pacific, it is smaller 
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than the 15-mode solution in the west. In other words, the locally driven 3n solution 

contributes significantly in the western equatorial Pacific. 

Figure 3.3 shows that if we split u(x,t) into two parts, one part corresponding to the 

combined wind stress forcing (the second, third and fourth sums on the right hand side of (3.31)) 

and the other part corresponding to E (the first sum on the right hand side of (3.31)), then like 

u(x,t) both parts can be approximately summarized by their first EOF modes. Figure3.3 also 

shows that the E  EOF mode dominates the u field in the eastern equatorial Pacific. Note that 

each En contribution to the E  term in (3.31) corresponds to the first term on the right hand side 

of (3.22), which was derived geostrophically from the first term on the right hand side of (3.21). 

This term is the non-dimensional version of the free wave propagation solution. 

West of the eastern equatorial Pacific the wind-forcing’s contribution increases 

(Figure3.3) until, in the far west, this contribution is comparable to that of the free waves. The 

correlation coefficient between the first principal component of theoretical u and the E  terms is 

0.84 (rcrit(95%)=0.39), theoretical u and the sum of the wind stress terms is 0.31 

(rcrit(95%)=0.32), and the E  term and the sum of the wind stress terms is -0.26 (rcrit(95%)=0.31). 

Each wind forcing contribution can be approximately summarized by its first EOF (Figure 3.4). 

Figure3.4 indicates that most of the contribution of the wind stress forcing to the zonal equatorial 

interannual flow is due to the divergence of the wind stress curl, i.e., the term involving x
yy in 

(3.31). The correlation between the first principal components of the wind stress total and the 

x
yy term is 0.67 (rcrit(95%)=0.41), between the first principal components of the wind stress total 

and the x  term is 0.43 (rcrit(95%)=0.36), and the first principal component of the x
yy  and – x  

terms is 0.38 (rcrit(95%)=0.32). 
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Since H1 and H2 are comparable (see Table3.1), we expect from the approximate result 

(3.30) that both modes contribute comparably to E and  . Figure3.5a shows that this is indeed 

the case. Because En is comparable for vertical modes 1 and 2, and because a major contributor 

to ),( txun is proportional to Ennnc  2 (see the first sum on the right hand side of (3.31)), from the 

values of nc and n in Table 3.1 we would expect 2u to dominate 1u in the eastern equatorial 

Pacific where the wind-forcing terms in (3.31) are small. In fact, in the eastern equatorial Pacific 

the locally forced modes also contribute negligibly (see Figure 3.4), so we would expect the total 

u field (see (3.31)) to be approximately by 2u  as suggested in the next section. Figure3.5b shows 

that this is indeed the case. 

 

3.4 Zonal Equatorial Flow Leads Sea Level in the Equatorial Pacific 

In the eastern Pacific ocean, the wind-forcing is small (Figure 2.1). In order to understand 

the basic physics, in this section the wind stress forcing will be set equal to zero. Under this 

approximation the locally forced modes ( 3n ) do not contribute to the flow or sea level. Thus 

the ocean response is governed by (3.16)-(3.18) with 0x . Substitution of the expressions for 

u and v in (3.16) and (3.17) into (3.18) gives  

    0/   tx  (3.32) 

where   is the long Rossby wave speed. Equation (3.32) has the solution (Clarke 1983) 

          //exp,, LxtLxtyx E   (3.33) 

Physically (3.33) represents a long damped Rossby wave propagating westward at speed   from 

the eastern boundary x=L where the sea level is  tE . The Rossby wave decays with a decay 
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scale  / , the distance the Rossby wave travels during the dissipation time 1 . Note that the 

sea level is spatially constant at the eastern boundary so that the geostrophic flow into the 

boundary is zero at the boundary.  

To understand why u should lead   in the eastern equatorial Pacific, first consider the u  

field corresponding to (3.33) for the undamped ( 0 ) case. Then for   /* Lxtt    
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2*
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1 2/
dt
dgcxL

y
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dgffgu y
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  22  (3.35) 

Note that t  tells us how   will change in the future and so is a predictor. The mathematical 

reason that u is a predictor is that it is proportional to y and y is proportional to t . The 

physical reason for this proportionality is that the Rossby wave speed 22 / fc decreases rapidly 

with the increasing latitude near the equator. Therefore since all latitudes are in phase at the 

eastern boundary (where 0y  because u=0),   at a given longitude at the equator will lead   

away from the equator. This implies that calculation of a gradient in latitude is like calculating a 

gradient in time. The key reason that u leads   is therefore that the low-frequency sea level can 

be described by long unforced Rossby waves leaving the eastern boundary with propagation 

speed decreasing with increased latitude.  

When dissipation is included t / is replaced by  t/ and (3.35) is modified to  

       
tgcxLu 22  (3.36) 
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Since u is the sum of the first two vertical modes, and since 1 and 2 are about the same size 

(see section3.3, last paragraph) but 2
1

2
2 3   cc  , (3.36) shows that we can qualitatively assess the 

behavior of u by examining the behavior of 2u . By Taylor series expansion 
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  (3.37) 

Since months1.41
2  (see Table 3.1), for El Niño frequencies the first two terms on the right 

hand side of (3.37) dominate. Thus from (3.36) and (3.37) we expect that  

       1
222

2
22 2,    tgcxLtxu  (3.38) 

i.e., 2u should lead 2 by about 4 months. But since 2u  is the dominant contributor to u in the 

eastern equatorial Pacific, and since also calculations in section 3.3 show that 2 is proportional 

to , (3.38) shows that u should lead   by about months1.41
2  . This is consistent with the 

observations in Table 2.2 showing that observed current leads observed equatorial sea level u by 

about 3 months.  

It follows from (2.1) and (3.33) that at the equator     ttx E ,0, , and so at the 

equator, by (3.36)  

        EtgcxLtxu   /2,0, 2  (3.39) 

Thus the eastern equatorial Pacific current not only leads the sea level at its longitude, it also 

leads the sea level E at the eastern boundary. But note that for wind-driven flow, whether 

remotely or locally forced, the sea level and thermocline depth (as measured, for example, by the 

depth of the 20oC isotherm) should be proportional to one another. The physical argument for 

this (see, e.g., p.46 of Clarke (2008)) is that since the wind-driving affects the ocean mainly 

above the thermocline, pressure fluctuations are much larger above the thermocline than beneath 
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it. To keep pressure unchanged beneath the thermocline when sea level is higher than normal, the 

increased mass due to the higher sea level must be balanced by a huge increase in the slightly 

less-dense water above the thermocline, i.e., the layer of water above the thermocline must 

increase by a huge factor  / . Thus fluctuations driven by the wind have sea level and 

thermocline depth well-correlated at zero lag. Observations are generally consistent with this 

(see,e.g., Meyers 1979). For example, the monthly thermocline depth anomaly Eh at 110oW on 

the equator based on the 20oC isotherm depth is highly correlated with monthly anomalous SSH 

there (r=0.93; rcrit(95%)=0.44) with E270 and maximum correlation at zero lag. Based on this 

proportionality and (3.39) we expect u to lead the thermocline displacement in the eastern 

equatorial Pacific, i.e., it should be a predictor of El Niño. Consistent with this, Table 3.2 shows 

that u in the eastern equatorial Paicifc leads E , the thermocline displacement in the eastern 

equatorial Pacific ( Eh ), and El Niño indices by 2-4 months. 

 

3.5 The Lead of Zonally-Averaged   over E  

As noted in section 3.4, theoretical sea level is well-approximated by the sum of the first 

two vertical modes, and the theoretical solutions for E  and  in this section use just these 

modes. We decided to analyze   because, if   is proportional to h, as argued earlier, then   

would be proportional to h , a proxy for equatorial warm water volume (WWV) and WWV has 

been shown observationally to be an El Niño predictor (Meinen and McPhaden 2000). 

The zonally-averaged equatorial sea level  can be calculated from the zonal momentum  

equation (3.6) with dissipation included. Since f=0 at the equator, with the mode n subscript 

dropped, this equation is  
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   Hguu ref
x

xt  /  (3.40) 

In previous sections for modes n=1 and 2 we have adopted the basic balance between wind stress 

and zonal pressure gradient and so have omitted the uut  term on the left hand side of (3.40) 

(see (3.12) evaluated at the equator). However, as we will show below, this zonal velocity term 

influences the lead of  over E and El Niño. We therefore include this term by regarding it as a 

perturbation to our previous solution, and estimate it using this solution. Consequently we write 

(3.40 ) as 

  Fx   (3.41) 

with  

      1)0(//  gutgHF ref
x   (3.42) 

and )0(u as u evaluated using the (known) lowest order solution. 

Integrating (3.41) from some general longitude x to the eastern boundary x=L gives  

      ** ,,)( dxtxFtxt
L

xE   (3.43) 

where E is the sea level at the eastern boundary. Upon zonally averaging (3.43) right across the 

Pacific 

      dxdxtxFLtt
L L

xE   




 

0 **
1 ,)(  (3.44) 

Using the result  

  dxFxFdxFx
L

xx

L

x  



  (3.45) 

in (3.44) enables (3.44) to be simplified to  

    dxFLx
L

E 
0

/  (3.46) 
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or using (3.42) 

        dxuLx
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Recall that (3.47) has mode n subscripts missing and only applies for each of the first two  

vertical modes. When these modes are summed to find our estimate of  we obtain 
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where   

  n
n tT









 (3.49) 

Calculations using  from (3.48) with )0(
nu for the first two vertical modes from (3.31), and E

from (3.25) with x replaced by F in (3.42), show that   and E are maximally correlated 

(r=0.78, rcrit(95%)=0.41) when  leads E  by 3 months. When we use  and E  based on 

observed SSHA, the maximum correlation is r=0.78, (rcrit(95%)=0.39) when  leads by 2 

months. 

Notice that since E  behaves approximately like (3.30), the first two terms on the right 

hand side terms of (3.48) tend to cancel out and make  depend more heavily on the )0(u term. 

As we have seen earlier, because of the long Rossby wave physics, )0(u leads E and El Niño and 

so we expect  to lead E and El Niño as we found. Note that in (3.48) )0(u  enters as nTu  /)0(

and this enhances the lead since nTu  /)0( leads )0(u . 

We can examine the effect of the u field on   in more detail if we substitute )0(
nu for the 

first two vertical modes in (3.31) into the third term on the right hand side of (3.48). Results in 

Appendix C show that this term 
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where 
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Calculations show that the first term on the right hand side of (3.50) dominates (see Figure 3.6). 

In this first term the factor 22 / nEn T  comes from nT / of the   Enn
n

xLgc
T



 22  part of 

)0(
nu in (3.31). This term in (3.31) in turn arises from the unforced Rossby wave contribution to 

described in section 3.5 (see (3.36) and (3.33)). Thus the large zonal-scale low-frequency linear 

theory suggests that the long Rossby wave physics discussed in section 3.5 not only explains the 

lead of u over E  and El Niño, it also contributes to the lead of  over E . 

Elements of our analysis have been discussed in previous work, Jin (1997a, b) discussed  

an ocean model consisting of two density layers, the lower layer having no flow. For such a 

model  is proportional to the upper layer thickness h which, in the real ocean, represents the 

thermocline depth h. Jin noted the important role played by off-equatorial Rossby waves, and 

parameterized their influence on zonally averaged  hh  , which is proportional to  in that 

model. More recently Chen et al. (2016) have presented evidence suggesting that the reflection 

of energy at the eastern ocean boundary at the peak of an El Niño or La Niña leads to a reversal 

of the zonal equatorial transport, thus weakening the El Niño or La Niña.  
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Table 3.1. Pacific ocean model parameters for the first 5 vertical modes. 

 

Mode 

 1 2 3 4 5 

cn(m/s) 2.51 1.47 0.96 0.70 0.57 

Hn(m) 330 308 1094 2071 1945 

1 2 /n nc A  

(months) 

12 4.14 1.74 0.95 0.61 
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Table 3.2. As for table 2.2, but between the interannual zonal equatorial velocity u and 
interannual E , Eh (the depth of 20oC isotherm in the eastern equatorial Pacific), the El Niño 
index Niño3.4 and the negative Equatorial Southern Oscillation Index (-ESOI).  
 
 

 

 

Location  

E  hE Niño3.4 -ESOI 

max cor 

(rcrit 95%) 

 

max 

lead 

month 

max cor 

(rcrit 95%) 

 

max 

lead 

month 

max cor 

(rcrit 95%) 

 

max 

lead 

month 

max cor 

(rcrit 95%) 

  

max 

lead 

month 

120oW 0.56(0.30) 2 0.50(0.31) 3 0.50(0.33) 4 0.48(0.31) 4 

110oW 0.61(0.32) 3 0.62(0.33) 3 0.60(0.33) 4 0.56(0.32) 4 

100oW 0.62(0.32) 3 0.62(0.34) 3 0.55(0.34) 4 0.52(0.33) 4 

90oW 0.57(0.31) 2 0.54(0.31) 3 0.45(0.31) 4 0.45(0.31) 4 
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of observed E  (black) and theoretical E  calculated from observed 
wind stress data and 15 baroclinic modes (blue), 2 baroclinic modes (red) and the approximate 
analytical formula (3.30) (green) using the sum of the first two vertical modes. The blue curve 
cannot be seen because it lies under the red curve. All time series were Trenberth-filtered.  
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Figure 3.2. Structure functions for the (a) first EOF and (b) first principal component of separate 
EOF analyses of observed (black line) and theoretical equatorial eastward current based on the 
sum of the first 15 (blue line) and the first 2 (red line) baroclinic modes.  
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Figure 3.3. As for Figure 3.2, but for the theoretical equatorial u (blue), the contributing E  
(red) and the sum of the contributing wind stress terms (green) along the equator. The ‘ E term’ 
is the first term on the right hand side of (3.31) and the ‘windstress terms’ is the sum of the 
second, third and fourth terms on the right hand side of (3.31) and is the combined wind forcing 
contribution to u (see text).  The percentage variance explained by the first EOF of theoretical u 
is 96.4%, the E term is 100%, and the sum of the wind stress terms is 77.3%. 
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Figure 3.4. As for Figure 3.3, but for contributions of the equatorial wind stress forcing to the 
zonal equatorial interannual flow.  The first EOF (77.3% of the variance) of the sum of the 
second, third and fourth terms on the right hand side of (3.31) is labeled as the ‘wind stress total’ 
(blue), the first EOF of the second term (95.9% of the variance) involving x

yy is labeled ‘ x
yy

term’ (red) and the first EOF of the sum of the third and fourth terms (71.8% of the variance) 
involving x is labeled ‘ x term’ (green). 
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Figure 3.5. (a)  First (black) and second (red) baroclinic mode contributions to theoretical E
calculated from observed wind stress data and Eq. (3.25).  (b)  Standard deviations of first 
(black) and second (red) baroclinic mode contributions to theoretical equatorial u and the 
standard deviations of the total theoretical u as approximated by the sum of 15 vertical modes 
(blue). 
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Figure 3.6. The contribution to the )0(u term in Eq. (3.50) by the En term and the wind stress 

terms as defined in Eq. (3.51). The correlation between the )0(u term and the En term is r = 0.90 

(rcrit(95%)=0.39), between the )0(u term and the wind stress term is r = 0.08 (rcrit (95%)=0.24), 
and between the En term and the wind stress term is r = -0.36 (rcrit (95%)=0.31).  The standard 

deviations of  the )0(u term, the En term and the wind stress terms are 0.69 cm, 0.74 cm and 0.32 
cm, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

FRESH WATER FLUX IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC OCEAN 
 

 
In the last chapter, by using a linear equatorial ocean model, we explained why the zonal 

current leads sea level in the eastern Pacific ocean as well as the link between zonally-averaged 

sea level, current and El Niño prediction. In this chapter we’ll discuss the influence of fresh 

water flux on the western Pacific ocean and the related dynamics.  

 

4.1 Estimation of the Sea Level Anomaly due to Near-surface Fresher Water 

The near-surface salinity anomalies described in section 2.3 are so large that they can 

contribute significantly to the dynamic height above the ILD. In this section we will examine this 

contribution. Since a positive temperature anomaly might affect rainfall and hence S’, or a strong 

shallow barrier layer might affect the surface volume of water heated and hence the temperature 

anomaly T’, both S’ and T’ will be taken into account in our estimation of density and pressure 

changes in the isothermal layer. 

 

4.1.1 Estimation of the Dynamic Height Anomaly due to Density Anomalies in the 

Isothermal Layer 

Over the isothermal layer depth (ILD), the density anomaly ' is approximately linear in 

salinity anomaly S’ and temperature anomaly T’ and we will write  

   ''' TS TSref    (4.1) 

In (4.1) the reference density 3/1000 mkgref  ,  SrefS   /1   is the salinity contraction 

coefficient and  TrefT   /1   is the thermal expansion coefficient. For the near surface 
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temperatures and salinities in the near surface western equatorial Pacific, S and T can be 

approximated as   14105.7  psu and   14103.3  K . From (4.1) and hydrostatic balance the 

pressure anomaly difference between the pressure anomaly at some general z and the ILD is  

      
z

ILD STref dzSTgtzyxp *'',,,'   (4.2) 

where, as discussed above, we have taken p’ at the ILD to be zero. By dividing (4.2) through by 

refg and evaluating p’ at z=0, we have that '
TF , the dynamic height relative to the ILD is given 

by 

  ''00' '' FTILD SILD TTF dzSdzT    
 (4.3) 

where '
T and '

F are the dynamic height contributions corresponding, respectively, to the T’ and 

S’ integrals. Physically, if (say) S’<0 corresponding to an anomalous freshening, the water in the 

isothermal layer is less dense and so, to keep the pressure at the isothermal layer depth constant, 

sea level must be slightly increased ( 0' F ). Similarly 0' T when T’>0 in the isothermal 

layer. 

To determine '
F , '

T and '
TF  from (4.3) and the S’ and T’ TRITON data, we must first 

estimate ILD(t). Several criteria have been proposed, but based on the analysis by deBoyer 

Montegut et al. (2004) and Bosc et al. (2009) we estimated the monthly ILD(t) using the 

difference method of Sprintall and Tomczak (1992). Specifically, the ILD was taken to be the 

depth at which the temperature decreased from the surface by 0.5oC. Because of diurnal heating, 

“surface” temperature was taken to be the temperature at 10 m depth.  

Figure 4.1 shows the ILD(t) found in this way for the moorings near the equator. The ILD  

varies considerably, but typically the average ILD is near 60 m. The time-mean isothermal layer 

depths for all western Pacific moorings are listed in Table 2.1. Also listed in that table are the 
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mean mixed layer depth (MLD) and barrier layer thickness (BLT=ILD-MLD). Similar to the 

ILD, the mixed layer depths were determined using the potential density difference method 

following Bosc et al. (2009), with CT o5.0 ,   14103.3  KT and values at 10 m depth as 

the surface level of reference. 

 
4.1.2 Comparison of '

TF  with Sea Level Anomalies  

Comparison of '
TF  calculated from (4.3) with sea surface height (SSH) anomalies 

estimated from AVISO satellite data shows (Figure 4.2) that overall SSH’ has a much larger 

amplitude than '
TF  and the AVISO sea level estimate was insignificantly correlated 

[correlation<rcrit(95%)] with '
TF  (except at 2oN, 137oE). This is not surprising because SSH’ not 

only includes contributions from density anomalies in the isothermal layer, but also dynamic 

height contributions from the large temperature fluctuations associated with thermocline 

variability. Only at 156oE are '
TF  and SSH’ of comparable amplitude, and there they are 

uncorrelated. Note that here and elsewhere in this paper significance estimates for correlation 

coefficients are based on Ebisuzaki (1997). 

Although SSH’ dominates '
TF , this does not mean that meridional gradients of SSH’ 

dominate meridional gradients of '
TF , i.e., that u’ near the surface dominates '

TFu . In fact in 

section 4.2 we will show that most of u’ near the surface is due to '
TFu , and in the next subsection 

that most of '
TFu  is due to meridional gradients of '

F  and the corresponding zonal velocity '
Fu .  

4.1.3 Comparison of '
F and '

T  

The analysis of Bosc et al. (2009) suggested that S’ may be related to a T’ signal above  
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the ILD. Figure4.3 compares '
F , '

T and '
TF near the equator by comparing the first empirical 

orthogonal function (EOF) modes of each at 156oE and 147oE. At both longitudes for all three 

variables the first EOF mode explains more than 86% of the variance and therefore its main time 

and spatial variability. Figure4.3 shows that at both longitudes '
F and '

TF  are weakly or 

insignificantly correlated with '
T , and that '

TF  and its meridional gradients are largely due to 

'
F  rather than '

T . 

 

4.2 Estimation of '
TFu from the TAO/TRITON Observations  

4.2.1 Establishing Equations for '
TFu  

Based on the idea that the zonal scale is much larger than the meridional, to a first  

approximation the low-frequency zonal flow is geostrophically balanced [Gill and Clarke 1974; 

see also Clarke (2008) for a detailed discussion]. With f as the Coriolis parameter, '
TF  in (4.3) is 

thus associated with a low-frequency zonal geostrophic flow '
TFu with 

     
yILD T

yILD SyTyFTF dzTgdzSgggfu 







  

00''' ''   (4.4) 

Off the equator surface, '
TFu  can be found by dividing by f in (4.4). At the equator, 

differentiation of (4.4) with respect to y and then setting y=0 gives 

  
yyILD T

yyILD STF dzTgdzSgu 







  

00' ''   (4.5) 

where dydf / . 

These expressions for '
TFu at the surface can be generalized to any depth in the isothermal 

surface layer using (4.2). For example, at the equator at a depth –z, we have, from (4.2) and by 

analogy with (4.5), 
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4.2.2 The Horizontal Structure of '
TFu  at the Surface  

The centered difference estimates of '
TFu at the surface were calculated using the salinity  

and temperature integrals in (4.4) and (4.5) based on TRITON data at 137oE, 147oE, and 156oE. 

A separate EOF analysis for each of these longitudes showed that in each case EOF mode one 

explained almost all of the variability and so could be used to summarize the horizontal structure 

of the response. Figure 4.4 shows that '
TFu at the surface at 156oE can be described as an 

anomalous equatorial jet with maximum at 1oN and large amplitude 23cm/s at that point. We 

have referred to this flow as a “jet” because it is quite strong and its meridional scale is only 

about 2o-3o of latitude. At 147oE, the results are only available at 1o and 3.5oN, but there the 

amplitude structure resolved is essentially the same as 156oE. The variability at these two 

longitudes was also similar, the two principal component (PC) time series having a correlation 

r=0.86 [rcrit(95%)=0.60]. At 137oE, data are only available at 3.5oN and 6.5oN, and again the 

observed structure is consistent with that at 156oE; the correlation between the 137oE and 156oE 

principal component time series is 0.72 [rcrit(95%)=0.65], between 137oE and 147oE is 0.82 

[rcrit(95%)=0.67]. 

The meridional scale of the jet is comparable to the grid spacing used to calculate the 

flow, and so in the appendix D we consider the likely error. We estimate that near the equator 

where the signal is large, the error is likely to be about 20%.  

 
4.2.3 Comparison of '

Fu  with '
Tu  

Earlier in section 4.1 we noted that most of '
TF  and its meridional gradients were due to 
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'
F , and so by geostrophy we expect '

TFu to be dominated by '
Fu ; that is, the interannual surface 

jet discussed in the previous section is mostly due to near-surface S’ rather than near-surface T’. 

Figure 4.5 is analogous to Figure 4.4, except that it shows results for '
Fu  that are defined by (4.4) 

and (4.5) with the term involving T’ omitted. At 156o and 147oE, almost all the variance is 

described by the first EOF for both '
TFu  and '

Fu ; at each longitude, the principal components are 

well correlated [r=0.97, rcrit(95%)=0.56 for 156oE and r=0.97, rcrit(95%)=0.66 for 147oE], and at 

each longitude, the '
Fu  structure function is the major contributor to the '

TFu  structure function. 

For the first principal components of '
Fu , the 147oE and 156oE first principal components are 

correlated [r=0.85, rcrit(95%)=0.63], the 137oE and 147oE first components are correlated 

[r=0.62, rcrit(95%)=0.58], but the 137oE principal component is not significantly correlated with 

the principal component at 156oE.  

 
4.2.4 Vertical Structure of '

TFu  

By construction, we expect that T’ will be nearly independent of z over the isothermal 

layer. Since S’ is nearly uniform over the mixed layer and then decreases and is of one sign until 

it reaches the bottom of the isothermal layer, we expect from (4.6) that '
TFu  will decrease from a 

maximum amplitude at the surface to zero at the ILD. Calculations bear this out, and Figure 4.6 

shows a typical example at the equator at 156oE for March 1999 to December 2013. 

 
4.2.5 Comparison of Surface '

TFu with Surface u’ 

The shallow near-surface '
TFu  jet is strong (see Figure 4.4), and we wondered how much  

it contributed to the total anomalous equatorial flow. We compared two different estimates of 

surface u’ with surface '
TFu  from 5oS to 8oN at 156oE, where adequate data are available. One 
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estimate of the total surface u’ was from the OSCAR dataset, and the other was from in situ 

single-point Doppler estimates. 

Because the OSCAR “surface” currents are nominally an average over the upper 30 m of 

the water column, in comparing '
TFu and the OSCAR currents, '

TFu  was averaged over the top 30 

m of the water column. A similar average for in situ currents could not be done because these 

currents were only available at 10 m depth. In calculating this average for '
TFu , these were some 

rare occasions when the monthly ILD was less than 30m, and in those cases we averaged over 

the ILD. The time series of monthly 30 m depth average and monthly surface flows showed that 

the 30 m depth average flow at the TRTION moorings were typically about 80% of the surface 

flow. Specifically, correlations between the surface and 30 m depth average zonal flows at each 

mooring were all greater than or equal to 0.97, and most were 0.99; the ratios of the 30 m depth 

standard deviation to that at the surface for the moorings ranged from 0.79 to 0.88. [Here and 

elsewhere in this paper, we use the ratio of standard deviations’ regression coefficient since it is 

an unbiased regression coefficient between two time series when noise and error in each time 

series are unknown (Clarke and Van Gorder 2013). For the surface and 30-m-depth average 

situations, the correlations are so high that least squares and the ratio of standard deviations 

regression coefficients differ negligibly, but in other cases where correlations are lower the least 

squares regression coefficient is biased.] 

Zonal current monthly anomalies for all three datasets were filtered with a Trenberth  

(1984), 11-point, symmetric, nonrecursive, interannual filter and then a separate EOF analysis 

was done on each. In all three cases, the first EOF describes over 80% of the variance (Figure 

4.7). The principal components are highly correlated ( the correlation between the principal 

components of '
TFu and '

OSCARu  is r=0.86, rcrit(95%)=0.52, '
TFu  and '

insituu is r=0.81, rcrit(95%)=0.51, 
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and between '
OSCARu and '

insituu  is r=0.93, rcrit(95%)=0.52 ), and the meridional structure are 

similar, indicating that, at least at 156oE, much of the interannual surface flow is associated with 

'
TFu and hence '

Fu . 

We also compared u’ and '
TFu  at 147oE, where '

TFu  is only available at two points. In this 

case (Figure 4.8), '
TFu  and both estimates of u’ were of lower amplitude and less well correlated 

with each other (the correlation between the principal components of '
TFu and '

OSCARu  is r=0.68, 

rcrit(95%)=0.49, '
TFu  and '

insituu is r=0.67, rcrit(95%)=0.50, and between '
OSCARu and '

insituu  is r=0.84, 

rcrit(95%)=0.49). However, it is also clear that '
TFu contributes substantially to u’ even though 

low-frequency '
TF is dominated by the low-frequency sea level anomaly (see. Figure 4.2). 

 

4.3 Fresh Water Jets and ENSO 

4.3.1 Relationship of '
TFu  to ENSO 

Zonal equatorial advection by the anomalous zonal flow and associated zonal movement 

of the western equatorial Pacific warm/fresh pool is central to ENSO dynamics (see, e.g., Gill 

1983; McPhaden and Picaut 1990; Picaut and Delcroix 1995; Picaut et al. 2001), the warm/fresh 

pool moving eastward during El Niño and westward during La Niña. We checked on this 

expected relationship by lag/lead correlating monthly unfiltered equatorial '
TFu  with the 

commonly used El Niño monthly index Niño3.4 (average SST anomaly from 5oS to 5oN, 170oW 

to 120oW). The maximum correlation on the equator at 156oE is r=0.60 (rcrit(95%)=0.38) when 

'
TFu  leads by 3 months. Averaging '

TFu  in its region of maximum strength between 1oS and 1oN 

at 156oE does not improve the correlation or lead. The same latitudinal average for OSCAR u’ at 
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156oE for the same time period gives a slightly better correlation r=0.71 (rcrit(95%)=0.36) at a 

lead of 2 months. 

 

4.3.2 Remote and Local Forcing of the Fresh Water Jets 

Figure 4.9a shows zonal wind anomalies and the 29oC proxy for the eastern edge of the 

warm/fresh pool (thick yellow line). Notice that during El Niño (westerly wind stress anomalies, 

red shading) most of the wind forcing is over the warm/fresh pool while during a La Niña 

(easterly wind stress anomalies, blue shading), most of the wind forcing is east of the warm/fresh 

pool edge. A similar relationship holds for the anomalous fresh water flux. The fresh water flux 

is dominated by rainfall rather than evaporation (see, e.g., Figure 4d of Ando and McPhaden 

1997) and Figure 4.9b shows that during an El Niño (negative OLR anomalies, a proxy for 

rainfall anomalies, red shading) most of the anomalous rainfall is over the warm/fresh pool while 

during a La Niña (anomalous drying, blue shading) most of the anomalous fresh water flux is 

east of the warm/fresh pool edge. Why should this be? 

Consider first the anomalous wind forcing. Suppose that, to a first approximation, the 

observed zonal wind anomalies result from the zonal displacement of a fixed mean wind stress 

above the warm/fresh pool. Figure4.10a shows the mean zonal equatorial wind stress as a 

function of longitude with P identifying the mean longitudinal location of the 29oC proxy for the 

eastern edge of the warm/fresh pool and point A identifying the mean longitudinal location for  

mPax 40 . If the wind stress did have a mean fixed structure when the warm/fresh pool 

moved zonally, then we would expect the -40 mPa isoline displacement to be well correlated 

with the movement of the 29oC proxy for the eastern edge of the warm/fresh pool and this is the 

case. The correlation between the 29oC and -40mPa time series is 0.87 [rcrit(95%)=0.46], between 
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the 29oC and 250Wm-2 time series is 0.87 [rcrit(95%)=0.42] and between the -40mPa and 

250Wm-2 time series is 0.87 [rcrit(95%)=0.43]. 

Now consider the relationship between zonal equatorial wind stress anomalies and the 

warm/fresh pool edge when there is an El Niño. In that case the warm/fresh pool is displaced 

eastward and at the fixed location P in Figure 4.10a the eastward displacement of the mean x

structure will result in P experiencing a weaker easterly wind stress, i.e., a westerly wind 

anomaly that is west of the warm/fresh pool edge as observed in Figure 4.9a. Similarly, during a 

La Niña when the warm/fresh pool edge is displaced westward, at P the displacement of the 

fixed wind structure will result in an increased easterly wind east of the warm/fresh pool edge 

(see Figure 4.9a). 

A similar analysis applies if we consider the forcing by the fresh water flux. Figure 4.10b 

shows mean negative OLR over the warm fresh pool as a function of longitude with P 

identifying the mean longitude location for the 29oC proxy for the eastern edge of the warm/fresh 

pool and point A identifying the mean longitudinal location for the 250Wm-2 OLR isoline proxy. 

The zonal structures of time mean negative equatorial OLR and time mean equatorial x  are 

similar at P near the warm/fresh pool edge (compare Figure 4.10a and 4.10b), so we expect that 

the zonal displacement of warm/fresh pool will produce analogous results. Figure 4.9 shows that 

this is indeed the case, Figure 4.9c shows that the zonal displacement of the 250Wm-2 OLR 

isoline is well correlated with the 29oC SST isoline proxy and Figure 4.9b shows that the 

anomalous rainfall is mostly west of the warm/fresh pool edge during El Niño (red shading), and 

anomalous drying is mostly east of the warm/fresh pool edge during La Niña. 
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4.3.3 Are the Fresh Water Jets Forced by the Anomalous Fresh Water Flux or Anomalous 

Wind Stress? 

How does the anomalous fresh water flux affect the ocean? As noted earlier in section 

4.4.2, interannual rainfall dominates the interannual fresh water flux, which in the western 

equatorial Pacific is about 5 mm/day or 1.8 m/year (see, e.g., Figure 10 of Bosc et al. 2009). If 

the ocean responded like a large lake, this fresh water flux would result in interannual sea level 

fluctuations of a few m/year, much larger than the 5-10cm/year observed interannual amplitude 

(see, e.g., Figure 4.2). But in fact the ocean response is more than an order of magnitude smaller 

than 5-10 cm/year rather than larger. To understand this, first note that the addition of mass due 

to the rainfall results in extra weight and therefore extra pressure felt throughout the ocean water 

column. As a result the ocean response is barotropic, and, because it is not bounded like a lake, 

the barotropic signal propagates away rapidly (Huang and Jin 2002). 

Specifically, for the barotropic mode the long gravity wave speed smgHc /200  

for a typical ocean depth of 4 km. At ENSO frequencies   we have 

  fc 2/   (4.7) 

at all latitudes, and consequently long Rossby waves govern how the ocean adjusts barotropically 

at these frequencies. Even close to the equator within the equatorial wave guide the large-scale 

ocean response is due to these waves (see, e.g., Eqs.(7) and (8a) of Clarke and Shi (1991) under 

the approximation (4.7)). These long barotropic Rossby waves travel at speeds of order 22 / fc

which is greater than 300 m/s in the tropics and about 30 m/s even at high latitudes. Thus the 

ocean adjusts rapidly and globally to the fresh water flux and the barotropic pressure and 

corresponding sea level signal and excess mass are spread over the global ocean in a few weeks. 

Recent numerical calculations by Lorbacher et al. (2012) confirm this result.  
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The above rapid adjustment implies, for example, that even the interannual addition of 

water over an area comparable to the continent of Australia (as in the western equatorial Pacific) 

would only result in an effectively instantaneous rise of 1 cm or so in global (and western 

equatorial Pacific) sea level because the mass added is rapidly spread over the much larger 

global ocean. In practice the sea level rise is even smaller because the excess interannual 

precipitation is compensated almost exactly by reduced interannual precipitation elsewhere in the 

tropics (Clarke and Kim 2005), so that globally the net fresh water flux is much smaller. 

Observations suggest that the net effect of this mechanism is only a few mm change in sea level, 

much smaller than the observed interannual signal in the western equatorial Pacific. Such small 

interannual observed sea level changes related to El Niño have recently been discussed by 

Cazenave et al. (2012). 

Another possible fresh water flux explanation of '
TF , '

F  and  associated geostrophic  

'
TFu  and '

Fu  is that these dynamic height and associated flows above the ILD are due to mixing 

of the monthly anomalous fresh water flux above the ILD. Thus although the mass anomaly and 

associated barotropic pressure signal rapidly propagates away, mixing of the fresh water above 

the ILD when it rains results in lower salinity and hence less dense water there. Since the 

barotropic adjustment leaves the pressure at the ILD unchanged, to keep this unchanged pressure 

we must have an increased height of lower density water above the ILD, i.e., 0' F . 

If '
F and '

TF  are due to such forcing, then they would be proportional to the net fresh 

water flux added, and therefore the time integral of the anomalous rainfall rate. Figure4.11 

compares '
TF  and –OLR’ at 0oN, 156oE. The correlation of '

TF  with the time integral of –OLR’ 

is insignificant (Figure 4.11a), suggesting that '
TF  is not due to a local anomalous surface flux 
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mixing mechanism. On the other hand, Figure 4.11b shows that '
TF is highly and significantly 

correlated with –OLR’. Similar results apply for '
F  at 156oE (see Table 4.1). Why should '

TF

and '
F  be highly correlated with the rainfall rate? 

One possibility is that eastward wind stress anomalies  'x  generate eastward current  

anomalies ( '
TFu  and '

Fu ) and , by geostrophy, '
TF  and '

F . At the same time negative OLR 

anomalies, indicative of deep atmospheric convection, generate surface eastward wind anomalies 

and  'x  (see, e.g., Clarke (1994)). In this way '
TF , '

F  and –OLR’ are linked. Comparison of 

 'x , '
TFu , '

TF  and   'OLR  show that these variables are significantly correlated at zero lag 

(or, in one case 1 month lag, see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.12), suggesting that the above physics is 

relevant to the  'OLR  and '
TF  relationship seen in Figure 4.11 and Table 4.1. The decreased 

correlation off the equator and decreased westward correlation at 147oE and 137oE in Table 4.1 

is consistent with the decreased '
TF  and '

TFu  amplitude and signal to noise ratio there.  

 

4.3.4 Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Instability  

In the previous section we suggested that anomalous rainfall (-OLR)’ drives  'x , which  

then generates '
TFu , '

TF . But why does the anomalous rainfall occur in the first place? A 

possible mechanism is the coupled ocean/atmosphere instability mechanism similar to that 

discussed by Gill and Rasmusson (1983), Clarke et al. (2000) and summarized by Clarke (2014). 

Specifically, if the warm/fresh pool undergoes a small eastward perturbation, then it follows 

from the warm/fresh pool displacement argument of section 4.4.2 (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10), that 

anomalous rainfall and westerly (eastward) wind stress result. The anomalous westerly winds 

can be expected to generate the anomalous zonal flows '
TFu , which push the warm/fresh pool 
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further eastward, resulting in increased westerly wind anomalies and anomalous eastward flow, 

further eastward warm/fresh pool displacement and so on. The anomalous sea level '
TF  arises 

through geostrophic balance with '
TFu . The fresh water jets we have observed seem to be a major 

component of eastward surface flow in the coupled ocean/atmosphere instability.  

What turns off the instability? Various mechanisms have been proposed (see Clarke 2014  

for a review) but a key one is the movement of warm water south of the equator in the South 

Hemisphere summer (December-February). This moves the zonal wind anomalies south of the 

equator in December-February and typically terminates the El Niño near the beginning of the 

calendar year (Harrison and Vecchi 1999). 
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Table 4.1.  Correlation of monthly '
TF  with monthly –OLR’ and with the time-integral of 

monthly –OLR’ at near equatorial TAO/TRITON moorings (columns 2 and 3).  All anomaly 
data have been filtered with a 5-month running mean.  The OLR data at each location are an 
average over a 6o longitude by 2o latitude box centered on each location.  Columns 4, 5 and 6 
show an estimate of the anomaly amplitude of each variable  RMS2 . 
 

Location Cor (rcrit 95%): 

'&' OLRTF   

 

Cor (rcrit 95%): 

'
TF & integral 

of 'OLR  

2  

RMS( '
TF ) 

(cm) 

2   

RMS(OLR’) 

(W/m2) 

2  

RMS(OLR’ 

integral)  

(108x Ws/m2) 

2oN,137oE 0.37  (0.40) -0.30  (0.32) 1.3 12.3 3.1 

0oN,147oE 0.71  (0.44) -0.06  (0.58) 2.1 13.6 4.3 

2oN,147oE 0.34  (0.41) -0.01  (0.52) 1.1 12.1 3.6 

2oS,156oE 0.85  (0.51) -0.00  (0.56) 3.0 19.5 8.6 

0oN,156oE 0.92  (0.52) -0.04  (0.65) 3.9 21.6 10.4 

2oN,156oE 0.75  (0.45) -0.06  (0.60) 2.4 17.6 7.9 
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Table 4.2. Correlation at zero lag with rcrit (95%) in brackets (upper triangle) and maximum 
correlation with lead in brackets (lower triangle) for the variables '

TF , '
TFu , -OLR’ and  'x .  

All the data have been filtered with a 5-month running mean; the  'OLR data were interpolated 
to 156oE and averaged between 2.5oN and 2.5oS; the  'x data were also interpolated to 156oE 
and were averaged between 2.25oS and 2.25oN. 
 

        Cor (rcrit 95%) 

 

 

Max Cor  

(Lag Month) 

 

'
TF  

 

'
TFu  

 

-OLR’           'x  

'
TF  1 0.86  

(0.60) 

0.93  

(0.65) 

0.82  

(0.64) 

'
TFu  0.86  

(0 month) 

1 0.82  

(0.59) 

0.79  

(0.60) 

-OLR’ 0.93  

(0 month) 

0.82  

(0 month) 

1 0.86  

(0.63) 

 'x  0.85 

(x Lead 1 

month) 

0.79  

(0 month) 

0.86  

(0 month) 

1 
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Figure 4.1.  Isothermal layer depth along 137oE (at 2oN), 147oE (at 0oN and 2oN) and 156oE (at 
2oS, 0oN and 2oN).  
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Figure 4.2. Observed AVISO SSH (cyan solid) and isothermal layer sea level anomaly '
TF  

estimated from (4.3) using monthly salinity and temperature anomaly data with time-dependent 
isothermal layer depth (red solid).  
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Figure 4.3. (a) First EOF structure functions of '
F (red), '

T (black) and '
TF (cyan) near the 

equator at 156oE and (b) the corresponding principal components; (c) and (d) are the 
corresponding results at 147oE. The percentage of variance explained is color-coded to the EOFs 
in (a) and (c) and the correlation coefficients between the principal components in (b) and (d) are 
also color-coded, e.g., r=0.92 in (b) corresponds to the correlation of the '

F and '
TF principal 

components at 156oE.  
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Figure 4.4. As for Figure 4.3, but for three separate EOF analyses of surface '

TFu at longitudes 
137oE (red), 147oE (cyan) and 156oE (black). 
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Figure 4.5. As for Figure 4.4 but with '
TFu  replaced by the first EOF and principal component of 

'
Fu  at each longitude.   
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Figure 4.6. As for Figure 4.5, but for the upper 74 m monthly anomalous salinity driven flow 
'
TFu at 0oN, 156oE from March 1999 to December 2013. The first EOF describes 99% of the 

variance.  
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Figure 4.7. As for Figure 4.6, but for 156oE interannually-filtered surface u’ for OSCAR (solid 
circles, black), in situ single point Doppler (solid squares, cyan) and '

TFu (solid circles, red).  
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Figure 4.8. As for Figure 4.7, but for 147oE instead of 156oE.  
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Figure 4.9. (a) Time-longitude plot of westerly wind stress anomalies (mPa) along the equator in 
the equatorial Pacific, the thick yellow line denotes the equatorial location of the 29oC isotherm, 
a proxy for the eastern edge of the warm/fresh pool; (b) as for (a) but for negative outgoing 
longwave radiation (-OLR); (c) equatorial longitudinal location of the 29oC isotherm (yellow) -
40 mPa eastward equatorial wind stress isoline (black) and the 250 Wm-2 OLR isoline (red). The 
break in the red and black curves near the end of 1997 occurs because the -40 mPa and 250Wm-2 
values did not occur in the equatorial Pacific then.  All data have been filtered with a 5-month 
running mean.  The wind stress was averaged between 2.25oS to 2.25oN, the OLR between 2.5oS 
and 2.5oN and the SST between 2oS and 2oN.   
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Figure 4.10. (a) Time mean eastward wind stress x along the equator in the Pacific. The point P 
(177.0oE) marks the location of the 29oC equatorial isotherm and point A (179.3oE) the location 
of the -40 mPa wind stress isoline. Both P and A are proxies for the eastern edge of the 
warm/fresh pool. (b) As for (a) but with negative outgoing longwave radiation (-OLR) replacing 

x .  In this case point A corresponds to the -250 Wm-2 isoline.  
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Figure 4.11. Dynamic height anomalies (red) relative to the ILD on the equator at 156oE plotted 
with (a) the time integral of –OLR’ (black) and (b) –OLR’ (black). All data have been filtered 
with a 5-month running mean. The OLR data were averaged over the 6o (longitude) by 2o 
(latitude) box centered on 0oN, 156oE. 
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Figure 4.12. Five-month running mean of monthly –OLR’ (blue),  'x  (red), '
TF (black) and 

'
TFu (green) at 0oN, 156oE. All time series have been normalized by their standard deviation. 

These standard deviations are 13.9 Wm-2 (OLR’), 15.9 mPa (  'x ), 2.9 cm ( '
TF ) and 22.0 cms-1(

'
TFu ).  Correlations between the variables are given in Table 4.2. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
 

 

This dissertation has two main parts. The first part sought a basic physical understanding  

of why u leads sea level  in the eastern equatorial Pacific as well as a dynamical understanding 

of the relationship of equatorial Pacific surface currents, zonally –averaged equatorial sea level 

and El Niño prediction.  

Regarding the lead of u over  in the eastern equatorial Pacific, our analysis showed that  

in this region u and   could be calculated at lowest order using two vertical modes and long 

wave theory. Building on previous work, the infinite sum of the wind-forced equatorial Kelvin 

and equatorial Rossby waves can be approximated analytically as long Rossby waves, and the 

lead of u over  can be understood physically. The physics of this lead is summarized below 

without the mode n subscript, but with the understanding that modes 1 and 2 make in-phase 

contributions to  but mode 2 dominates u. 

In the eastern equatorial Pacific where interannual wind forcing is weak, sea level is in 

the form of long unforced Rossby waves propagating from the eastern ocean boundary. By 

geostrophy 0y at the boundary and therefore these waves are in phase there. The long Rossby 

wave speed is 22 / fc , so west of the boundary the equatorial sea level leads sea level at higher 

latitudes by more and more as latitude increases. Consequently the northward sea level gradient 

is like a time derivative, and the zonal geostrophic flow is proportional to a time derivative of the 

sea level. As such, it can be used to predict sea level. This result is modified by damping of the 

large-scale flow, and then u is proportional to   t/ and the zonal geostrophic flow leads 
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the sea level by the dissipation time scale which, since the second mode dominates u, should be 

about 4 months. This is of the same order as the observed 2 or 3 month lead in Table 2.2.  

Since the long Rossby wave speed 22 / fc at the equator is infinite, E  all along the  

equator. Thus we deduce that equatorial u leads E  and standard El Niño indices by the same 

amount that it leads  , namely 2-4 months (see Tables 2.2 and 3.2). 

In the first part of the thesis we also wanted to establish how u and  are linked and 

hence understand why  leads El Niño. We showed that  is linked to wind stress and the u field 

as in (3.48), and that  is a physical quantity in which that part of  that is in phase with E and 

El Niño tends to be canceled out, enhancing the zonal velocity contribution that is the primary 

reason that  leads E and standard El Niño indices. The analysis shows that the zonal velocity 

contribution to  is dominated by the part of u corresponding to the unforced waves propagating 

westward from the eastern Pacific boundary. Thus the lead and prediction capability of  is 

related to the physics to these waves as discussed in chapter 3. We also note that each of the first 

two vertical modes enters  as nn Tu  /)0(  rather than )0(
nu , and since nn Tu  /)0( leads )0(

nu , the 

predictive capability of  is enhanced.  

The second part of the thesis examines the influence of fresh water flux on El Niño  

dynamics in the western equatorial Pacific ocean. Analysis of the TAO/TRITON salinity data in 

the western equatorial Pacific showed that the monthly salinity anomalies were largest at the 

equator between 156oE and 165oE over the period of observation from 1999 to December 2013. 

Salinity anomalies are usually larger than the seasonal cycle and are largest near the equator; at 

the equator at 156oE and 165oE, they dwarf the seasonal cycle. Subsurface data show that they 
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are shallow, being approximately equal to the SSS’ over the top 50-60 m and then usually 

decreasing with depth to much smaller amplitudes at 100-m depth.  

Although the salinity variations are shallow, they are so strong that they affect the density  

and dynamic height, especially in the region of maximum salinity variability at the equator 

between about 156o and 165oE. Over the ILD~ 50-70m, these dynamic height perturbations are 

generally much smaller than the sea level variability. However, as we have shown, these 

comparatively small dynamic height perturbations are associated with a shallow equatorial 

surface jet~ 23cm/s within 2o-3o of latitude of the equator that dominates the observed equatorial 

interannual flow in this region.  

Analysis of anomalous monthly OLR data suggests that the interannual surface equatorial  

jets are not forced by the huge interannual surface freshwater flux. Instead, it is likely that they 

are generated by anomalous zonal equatorial winds that are part of a coupled ocean-atmosphere 

involving the zonal movement of the warm/fresh pool of water in the western equatorial Pacific. 

To a first approximation, mean easterly windstress decreases in strength and rainfall increases in 

strength westward along the equator in the western equatorial Pacific (see Figure 4.10). As 

explained in chapter 4, if a small eastward displacement of the warm/fresh pool occurs, the 

eastward displacement of the wind stress structure will result locally in westerly wind stress 

anomalies largely west of the warm/fresh pool edge. These generate eastward zonal currents that 

move the warm/fresh pool farther eastward and the instability grows. The meridional 

displacement of warm water south of the equator in the Southern Hemisphere summer 

(December to February) causes the westerly wind anomalies to move south of the equator, 

typically halting the El Niño growth in December-February (Harrison 1987; Harrison and Vecchi 
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1999). Similar dynamics of opposite sign occurs during La Niña, the easterly wind anomalies 

generating the flow being largely east of the warm/fresh pool edge. 

Several basic properties of the jets have not been addressed. For example, how exactly  

does the fresher surface water affect the ocean response to the wind? Specifically, how are the 

strength and spatial structure of the anomalous zonal surface flow affected? The analysis of 

Boulanger et al. (2001) considered the ocean response to the strong March 1997 westerly wind 

event and showed numerically that the presence of the warm/fresh pool had an order one 

nonlinear effect on the zonal equatorial surface flow, increasing its strength by a factor of 3. The 

strong March 1997 westerly wind event lasted only about 2 weeks, a much shorter time scale 

than the interannual jet flows considered here. But the Boulanger et al. analysis nevertheless 

highlights the need to understand the effect on the interannual flow of the change in stratification 

at the warm/fresh pool edge. Brown et al. (2014) have recently shown that many of the state-of-

the-art Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) models poorly represent the 

salinity variability at the warm pool edge and so would seem to be missing a basic component of 

the coupling dynamics.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

SHOWING THAT 1
nH  GOES LIKE N-2 FOR LARGE N 

 
 

From (3.5) and (3.9) 

        dzFddzzFdzFH
H nnHnn  









0 201 //exp0  (A1) 

Notice that )(zFn is determined up to an arbitrary multiplicative constant nA , but nA  cancels in 

(A1), thus making nH independent of nA . For large n, )(zFn can be written (see, e.g., Clarke and 

Van Gorder 1986) 

        nnn czSzNAzF /cos2/1  (A2) 

with  

      *

0

* dzzNzS
z  (A3) 

and  

   nHNnNdzc
Hn //

0
   (A4) 

where N is the depth average of  zN  

The integral in the denominator of (A1) can be evaluated for large n using (A2) and the double 

angle formula for cos2. Thus 

         dzczSzNAdzF nHnH n /2cos15.0
020 2   

 (A5) 

and since  

         nnn czSzNcczSdzd /2cos2/)(2sin/ 1  (A6) 

we have 

  HNAdzF nH n
20 2 5.0  (A7) 
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The integral in the numerator of (A1) can be evaluated using the governing eigenfunction field 

equation  

     znznn NFczF 22 /  (A8) 

and the boundary conditions (accurate for all the baroclinic modes n=1, 2…) that 0nzF on z=0, 

-H. Using (A8) the integral in the numerator  

         dzNFdzcdzzFdz znzHnnH

2020
//exp/exp  

   (A9) 

Integrating by parts using the boundary conditions then gives  

        dzNFdzdcdzzFdz nzHnnH

20 120
//exp/exp  




  (A10) 

Another integration by parts yields 

           dzdzNddzdFcFdzNdcdzzFdz
H nnHnnnH  









0 21202120
/exp//exp/exp  (A11) 

Since   1/exp  dH , the first term on the right hand side of (A11) is    00212
nn FNdc  . The 

second term on the right hand side is of order 2
nc times the left hand side. Because 1~ ncn (see 

A4), we therefore have 

            22120
100/exp 


 nNFdcdzzFdz nnnH

 (A12) 

From (A1), (A7) and (A12) we thus have, at lowest order 

      HNANFdcH nnnn
222221 /002    (A13) 

or using (A2) and (A4) 

         2211 0//2   nNNdHdH n   (A14) 

showing that 1
nH decreases rapidly like 2n  
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APPENDIX B 
 

LOCAL THEORY 
 
 

As mentioned in the main text, for large mode number n, the dissipation rate 2/ nn cA  

increases like 2n . Thus in (3.6)-(3.8) when damping is included by replacing t / by nt  / , 

the n term dominates both the t /  term and , in (3.6) and (3.8), the ng and nu terms. 

Physically, for large damping the motion is quasi-steady ( 0/  t ) and the wave motion is 

damped within the zonal scale of the forcing so the motion is locally generated ( 0/  x ). 

When the n subscript omitted, under these approximations the local quasi-steady damped motion 

corresponding to (3.6)-(3.8) satisfies  

  
H

yvu
ref

x


   (B1) 

  
H

gyuv
ref

y

y 
   (B2) 

and  

  0/ 2  yvcg  (B3) 

From (B1) and (B2) 

  HHyvyvg ref
y

ref
x

y  //222   (B4) 

Differentiating (B3) with respect to y and substituting for yg from (B4) gives the governing 

equation for v as 

   
222

222

HcHc
yv

c
yv

ref

y

ref

x

yy 








  (B5) 

The boundary conditions are 
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  y             
yH

v
ref

x




   (B6) 

  y            
yH

v
ref

x




   (B7) 

Physically, (B6) and (B7) state that for large y the current corresponds to Ekman flow. Equation 

(B5), subject to (B6) and (B7), can be solved numerically for v, and then  , and u , found from 

(B3) and (B1) as 

  gvc y  /2  (B8) 

  
H

yvu
ref

x


  1  (B9) 

Note that the local response converges very rapidly. For example, (B9) shows that at the equator 

nrefn
x

n Hu  / , which converges as 4n since 21 ~  nn and 21 ~  nH n (See Appendix A). 
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APPENDIX C 
 

DERIVATION OF (3.50) OF THE MAIN TEXT 
 
 

In order to derive (3.50) of the main text we must evaluate the integral  

  dxu
L
xI n

L

n
)0(

0 





  (C1) 

by substituting for )0(
nu from (3.31). We obtain 

  321 nnnn IIII   (C2) 

where  
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The double integral in 1nI can be reduced to a single integral by first noting that  
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x

x
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yy
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x

x
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x

x
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and then substituting for the left hand side into (C3). We obtain 

     dxtx
L
xHI x

yy

L

nrefn ,5.0
0

2
1
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   (C7) 

The integral in 2nI is 6/2L so that 
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3nI can be evaluated by first writing it in the form  
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The double integrals in the right hand side of (C9) can be both reduced to single integrals by first 

noting that  
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and  
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Substituting the right hand side of (C10) and (C11) into (C9) then leads to  
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or 

     












 L

n

x
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0

3
12
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3

  (C13) 

Equation (3.50) of the main text follows using (C1) and (C2) and the results (C7), (C8) and 

(C13). 
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APPENDIX D 
 

INSTRUMENTAL AND ANALYSIS ERRORS 
 
 

The instrumental error for monthly in situ T is approximately 0.003oC and that for  

monthly S is 0.005 psu. Based on (4.3) these correspond to errors in '
T and '

F of approximately 

0.007 cm and 0.01 cm respectively. These errors are negligible since the '
TF signal to be 

resolved is about 2-3 cm. This instrumental error should not affect '
Tu and '

Fu either since over the 

meridional length scale cmTF 32'  . 

Of much more concern is the error in estimating '
TFu by centered finite difference since  

the meridional station spacing on the equator is oy 2 of latitude and this is the same order as 

the meridional scale of '
TFu . The error in approximating  yyTF

' using centered difference is 

     yyTFyyyyTF y '2' /
12
1   at the equator. We estimated this error by assuming 

   22'' /exp0 ayTFTF   . This gives an estimated error   22 /5.0 ay or about 20% for oy 2

of latitude and oa 3.3 of latitude based on a Gaussian fit to the structure of '
TF in Figure 4.3a. 

The above estimate is very crude, and the centered difference approximation may  

possibly result in random error larger than 20%. But the fact that most of the '
TFu  variability is 

captured by its first EOF argues against this.  

Regarding errors in OSCAR, we note that the OSCAR equatorial interannual currents are  

likely to have small errors since their time variability and magnitude match quite well the in situ 

results (see Figure 4.7) and also our own along-track geostrophic calculations from altimeter 

height (not shown).  
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